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Abstract
Software-controlled heterogeneous memory systems have
the potential to increase the performance and cost efficiency
of computing systems. However they can only deliver on this
promise if supported by efficient page management policies
and mechanisms within the operating system (OS). Current
OS implementations do not support efficient tiering of data
between heterogeneous memories. Instead, they rely on expensive offlining of memory or swapping data to disk as a
means of profiling and migrating hot or cold data between
memory nodes. They also leave numerous optimizations on
the table; for example, multi-threaded hardware is not leveraged to maximize page migration throughput, resulting in
up to 95% under-utilization of available memory bandwidth.
To remedy these shortcomings, we propose and implement a general purpose OS-integrated multi-level memory
management system that reuses current OS page tracking
structures to tier pages directly between memories with no
additional monitoring overhead. We augment this system
with four additional optimizations: native support for transparent huge page migration, multi-threaded migration of
a page, concurrent migration of multiple pages, and symmetric exchange of pages. Combined, these optimizations
dramatically reduce kernel software overheads and improve
raw page migration throughput over 15×. Implemented in
Linux and evaluated on x86, Power, and ARM64 systems,
our OS support for heterogeneous memories improves application performance 40% over baseline Linux for a suite
of real-world memory-intensive workloads utilizing a multilevel disaggregated memory system.
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1

Introduction

Modern computing systems are embracing heterogeneity in
their processing and memory systems. Processors are specializing to improve performance and/or energy efficiency, with
CPUs, GPUs, and accelerators pushing the boundaries of
instruction and data level parallelism. Memory systems are
combining the best properties of emerging technologies that
may be optimized for latency, bandwidth, capacity, or cost.
For example, Intel’s Knight’s Landing uses a form of high
bandwidth memory called multi-channel DRAM (MCDRAM)
alongside DDR4 memory to achieve both high bandwidth
and high capacity [27, 28]. Non-volatile 3D XPoint memory
has been commercialized for next-generation database systems, and disaggregated memory may be a promising solution to capacity scaling for blade servers [41, 50]. Both CPUs
and GPUs are embracing heterogeneous memory with IBM
and NVIDIA having recently delivered supercomputers containing high-bandwidth GPU memories and high-capacity
CPU memories [29, 38, 57, 58, 66, 67].
Figure 1 illustrates an abstract example of the memory
systems architects and OS designers will likely have to consider in the future. These systems consist of a compute node
(CPU, GPU, or both) connected to multiple types of memory
with varying latency, bandwidth, and/or capacity properties.
Of course, the particular configuration will vary by system.
The critical operating system support needed to enable
the vision of efficiently moving data as programs navigate
different phases of execution, each with potentially distinct
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Figure 1. A hypothetical future multi-memory system with
4 technology nodes, all exposed as non-uniform memory
nodes to the operating system.
working sets, is efficient page management and migration.
Regardless of configuration, to optimize for performance,
ideally the hottest pages will be placed in the fastest memory
node (in terms of latency or bandwidth) until that node is full,
the next-hottest pages will be filled into the second-fastest
node up to its capacity, and so on. Then as programs execute,
these pages must be constantly re-organized based on their
hotness to retain maximum workload performance.
Unfortunately, page migration in today’s systems has high
overheads and is surprisingly inefficient. Past work and recent proposals mainly focus on reducing the overheads from
the hardware side. Some increase TLB coverage to amortize
the TLB miss penalty for migrated data [6, 13, 17, 19, 25, 33,
60–62, 65, 74] and others mitigate the performance ramifications caused by the correctness enforcement mechanisms
(e.g., TLB coherence) of page migration [3, 5, 34, 71, 80].
We performed an experiment in which we moved pages between two memory nodes and where each local node has
more memory bandwidth available than the inter-socket
interconnect. After allocating memory from distinct memory nodes, we measured both the cost breakdown and the
throughput of several types of cross-socket page migration.
Figure 2 shows the cost breakdown and throughput achieved
when migrating different page sizes on Linux today. For single base page migration, the majority of time is spent within
kernel memory management and synchronization routines.
Only a small fraction of time is consumed by the actual page
copy. As a result, the effective migration throughput is just
40MB/s even though the hardware that has 19.2GB/s crosssocket memory bandwidth (see Table 1 for our experimental
platform configuration). We also scaled the number of pages
being migrated to 512, matching the huge page size (2MB), to
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Figure 2. Page migration cost breakdown for migrating a single 4KB page, 512 consecutive base pages, and both splitting
and migrating a 2MB THP. (Figure best viewed in color.)
amortize the software overhead across multiple migrations.
In this case, throughput does scale up to 750MB/s, but this
is still just 5% of peak hardware bandwidth. To investigate
the potential improvement of page migration, we profile the
data copy throughput of our system (described in Section 4.1)
with different thread counts and data sizes including 2MB.
Figure 3 shows that existing page migration throughput is
10× slower than what is achievable with a 2MB data size and
the gap is bigger with larger transferred data sizes.
To eliminate the page migration bottleneck, we propose
a set of four optimizations: transparent huge page migration, parallelized data copy, concurrent multi-page migration,
and symmetric exchange of pages. On top of these mechanisms we build a holistic multi-level memory solution that
directly moves data between heterogeneous memories using
the existing OS active/inactive page lists, eliminating another
major source of software overhead in current systems. The
novel contributions of our work are as follows:
1. We show that breaking transparent huge pages (THPs),
which are currently non-movable, into movable base
pages reduces the effectiveness of THPs. We also demonstrate that existing base page migration only achieves
throughput an order of magnitude lower than hardware line rate. We remedy this by implementing native
huge page (THP) migration which improves migration
throughput by 2.8× over the Linux baseline, while also
having the side effect of improving TLB coverage.
2. Our additional page migration optimizations improve
throughput by 5.2× over our native THP migration
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implementation alone. Together, they increase page
migration throughput 15× over the state of the art
today. By re-using existing OS interfaces, these optimizations are automatically inherited by any memory
management policy using the standard Linux memory
management APIs. Our claim of broad applicability
is supported by the fact that some of our techniques
have been adopted into mainstream Linux [53]. We
have also publicly released the experimental kernel
we implemented all our optimizations in and used for
our evaluation1 .
3. We explore a simple end-to-end heterogeneous memory profiling and placement policy. Unlike existing
implementations and other recent proposals, our system does not swap data out to disk, nor does it make
portions of memory unavailable to profile accesses to
them via page faults. Instead, it simply repurposes the
existing OS active/inactive page lists. Therefore, our
approach imposes no profiling overhead on systems
which may not need its functionality.
4. We show that in a disaggregated memory system, an
emerging class of important multi-tier memory system
[22, 41, 42], our optimized OS support will improve application performance over 40%, on average, compared
to current OS support for multi-level memories.

Background

Modern heterogeneous memory systems typically consist
of low-capacity, high-bandwidth memory as well as highcapacity, low-bandwidth memory. Latency to large capacity
memories is also expected to be higher due to longer, potentially multi-hop physical connections or differences in
the underlying memory technology. Consequently, heterogeneous memory systems will often have non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) properties for both latency and bandwidth.
To ensure optimal performance, application developers will
rely on both initial page placement policies and follow-up
1 https://github.com/ysarch-lab/nimble_page_management_asplos_2019
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Figure 4. Separation of page migration policy and page migration mechanism in a multi-level memory system.
page migration policies to ensure that hot data pages remain
within the highest bandwidth or lowest latency memory
node during an application’s runtime [12, 32, 56].
2.1

Page Management Policies and Mechanisms

Modern OSes are already NUMA-aware [11, 14, 37]. In fact,
standards are already being introduced that allow heterogeneous memory properties (latency, bandwidth, durability)
to be exposed to the operating system so that page location
decisions can be optimized to maximize throughput [79, 83].
To explain holistic OS support for multi-level memory we
must conceptually separate this memory management into
two distinct components. Figure 4 shows that memory management policy decisions may be driven by the kernel, device drivers, programmer, or a system administrator. These
policies are all built on top of a common mechanism, page
migration, which performs the desired OS page movement
operations. Policy decisions are thus separated from page
migration mechanisms through a system call (or analogous
kernel interface), such as move_pages() on Linux.
Figure 4 also shows that a generic page migration mechanism involves 1 allocating a new page, 2 unmapping
the existing virtual to physical address translation (and, on
many architectures, issuing a TLB shootdown), 3 copying
data from the old physical page into the new physical page,
4 mapping the virtual address to the new physical page,
and finally 5 freeing the old physical page. The actual copy
between the old and new physical page occurs only in step
3 . Steps 1 – 2 and 4 – 5 are overheads needed to ensure
both correctness and protection guarantees so that neither
the old page nor the new page is accessed during the page
migration process. This work investigates the natural evolution of this multi-step process to leverage modern hardware
and improve migration throughput.
Today, Linux uses autoNUMA [12] to try and fairly balance memory and compute requirements between NUMA

nodes. It relies on two basic techniques to do this: process
migration and page migration. Unfortunately, process migration is not applicable to to heterogeneous memory systems,
where multiple memory nodes are all connected to a single
processor. Page migration is also currently limited in multilevel memory systems because autoNUMA can only migrate
pages to a memory node with free space; otherwise, pages are
swapped out to disk. This is at odds with the system’s goal of
placing as many pages in a (small) fast memory as possible.
Additionally, to obtain page access information autoNUMA
offlines pages for profiling, and such offlining causes unpredictable memory access latency and bandwidth. These two
issues have spurred a range of academic work on two-level
memories; however, prior studies have generally focused on
page migration policy while assuming page migration mechanisms should be sufficient[2, 9, 15, 16, 24, 39, 46, 59, 69, 82].
2.2

Recent Developments

Because heterogeneous memories are only now being adopted
commercially, multi-level memory paging remains an active
area of research. Researchers have begun exploring hardware techniques to identify hot/cold pages and facilitate their
movement among memory devices [10, 23, 30, 44, 68, 75].
This work has spurred further studies on software-based approaches that are better able to manage heterogeneous memories with complex topologies [1, 2, 22, 32, 59, 82]. While
these studies have established the appeal of OS-managed
multi-level memories, they mostly rely on trace-based simulation (which excludes OS effects) [1, 48, 82], use nonstandard OS plumbing (such as the use of reserved page table
entry bits) [2], hoist page migration out of the OS (due to the
unavailability of the source code or the prohibitively large
engineering work) [8, 11, 54, 55, 72], and/or simply assume
that the OS can deliver the full hardware bandwidth (which
we demonstrate is not possible) during page migrations [1].
Page migration mechanisms have not been studied as extensively as policies, despite being critical to performance
in multi-level memory systems [20]. Combined, these seemingly subtle issues may hinder real-world adoption of many
prior proposals because their conclusions may ultimately be
shown to be incomplete. Solutions must be generally maintainable to be adopted in practice [21, 47]. However, this
growing body of work does point to the need for both better page migration mechanisms and policies, in addition to
system level evaluations of what effect the OS will have on
multi-level memory systems, both of which we now address.

3

Native OS Support for Multi-Level
Memories

Holistic support for multi-level memory systems includes
both intelligent memory management policies and efficient
page migration mechanisms. In this section we present our

page migration mechanism improvements, which are independent of any one particular policy, as well as one specific
low-overhead policy that we use in Section 4 to demonstrate
the end-to-end benefits of our memory management system.
3.1

Optimizing Page Migration Mechanisms

Four critical issues need to be addressed within the operating
system to implement an efficient page migration mechanism:
Larger data sizes: With larger data sizes, the software overheads of page migration can be amortized away.
Multiple threads: Today, page migration is single-threaded
primarily for the sake of simplicity, but using multiple threads
would speed up the copy time itself.
Concurrent Migrations: Performing multiple migrations
concurrently can help us avoid the Amdahl’s Law bottleneck
seen in Figure 2. This problem cannot be solved by simply
using larger pages, since architectures only support a very
limited set of page sizes, and in general the largest page sizes
(e.g., 1GB on x86) are not supported transparently.
Efficient two-sided migration: When a page is migrated
to fast memory, a victim page must be migrated to slow
memory to make room. By eliding allocation/deallocation
and simply exchanging pages, two-sided operations can be
faster than the sum of two one-directional migrations.
We address each of the above issues in turn below.
3.1.1

Native THP Migration

Our first optimization is to implement native THP migration.
THP migration decreases both the hardware and software
overhead of migrating THPs by a factor of 512, due to not
splitting pages and reducing the number of required TLB
invalidations and shootdowns. It also increases the amount
of data migrated within a single migration operation. Although it may appear obvious, page migration support for
THPs in Linux (and many OSes) is not yet mature, general,
or high-performance. Page migration was originally proposed to enhance NUMA system performance and achieve
memory hotplug functionally before THPs had even been
introduced [4, 36].
Today, for example, Linux cannot migrate THPs in response to programmatic resource management requests like
mbind and move_pages, which are designed to move data to
specific memory nodes at the request of programmers. This
is a serious shortcoming for heterogeneous memories since
there are important situations where programmer-directed
data placement enables good performance [59]. Similarly,
Linux cannot directly migrate THPs in response to memory
hot removal, soft off-lining, or cpuset/cgroup. In all these
cases, when Linux is migrating a virtual memory range that
contains transparent huge pages, it must split the THPs and
migrate the constituent base pages instead, resulting in poor
page migration performance and reduced TLB coverage.
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Figure 5. Improvements to Linux multi-page migration to
enable large transfers for improved copy bandwidth.
To implement THP migration, we augment the five steps
shown in Figure 4 to be THP aware. Our THP implementation supports all resource management requests (i.e., mbind,
cpuset, etc.) In addition, we adjust other THP-specific code
paths in the kernel to account for the fact that THPs may
be undergoing migration at the time of the call. We do this
either by waiting for the end of the migration or by simply
skipping the THPs (as is done for base pages). Other OSes
can follow the same principle to realize THP migration to
enable significantly higher-throughput page migration for a
better support of heterogeneous memory systems.
3.1.2

Parallelized THP Migration

Currently, the Linux page migration routine is single-threaded
and has a limited amount of data (usually the size of one
base page) to transfer within a single migration. Motivated
by Figure 3, we implemented a variable-thread count based
copy subroutine within the page migration operation.
To enable multi-threaded page copies within the Linux
move_pages() system call, we use kernel workqueues to
spawn helper threads to copy data between arbitrary physical ranges. Our implementation calculates the amount of
data to be copied via each parallel thread by dividing the
page size (or, in Section 3.1.3, the aggregate of pages being
migrated concurrently) by the number of worker threads.
Because the exact selection of thread location and thread
count needed to maximize throughput is likely to differ
among systems, we provide parameter configuration through
the sysfs interface, so that system administrators can enable
or disable multi-threaded CPU copy or change the number
of CPUs involved in the data copy. We also augment the
move_pages() system call with an optional parameter flag,

Concurrent Multi-page Migration

Multi-page migration is expected to be common in multilevel memory systems due to spatial locality and prefetching
effects. The Linux move_pages() interface already supports
migration of multiple pages with a single system call by
passing in a list of pointers to the pages to be migrated
between memory nodes. However, as shown in Figure 5a, the
current implementation serializes the copies and performs
them one page at a time.
Our new page migration implementation concurrently
migrates all pages in the list provided to move_pages() by
aggregating all data copy procedures into a single larger
logical step, as shown in Figure 5b. As an example, consider
the case of migrating 16 THPs of 2MB. In the current Linux
implementation, even using the parallel copy optimization,
Linux will transfer 16 THPs of 2MB, with an implicit barrier
between each parallel 2MB copy. In our concurrent migration
optimization, each of the pages in the list is allocated and
assigned a new page with matching size and then unmapped.
Then, all pages in the list are distributed to the per-CPU
workqueues according to the sysfs configuration.
If more parallel transfer threads are available than concurrent pages to migrate, our implementation uses multiple
threads to copy different parts of a single page to maximize
throughput. Once the concurrent page copy step is completed, the new pages are mapped onto the correct page
table entries and the old pages are freed. It may also be possible to parallelize other steps of page migration. However,
because there are strict correctness requirements for synchronization including architecture-dependent page table
manipulation, failure recovery becomes complicated if optimizations become too aggressive.
3.1.4

Symmetric Exchange of Pages

In multi-level memory systems, single-ended page migration
is unlikely to be the common case. Higher-bandwidth memory is generally capacity-limited compared to larger lowerbandwidth memories. Therefore, when migrating pages into
a higher-level memory node, at steady state, the page migration policy will need to migrate pages out of that node,
so as to not exceed physical memory capacity. Therefore,
when managing a high performance heterogeneous memory
node as a software controlled cache, each hot-page insertion
requires a symmetric cold-page eviction.
Naive two-step, one-way migration makes inefficient use
of system hardware if the two copies are protected by locks
and executed serially, as is the case in today’s OSes. Figure 6a shows this common two-step page migration operation. First, the locking serialization limits the benefits of
our previously discussed optimizations. Second, each migration operation must perform independent physical page
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Figure 6. Exchanging pages improves efficiency by eliminating memory allocation and release when migrating symmetric page lists between memory nodes.
allocation and deallocation, and both are expensive software
overheads (as shown in Figure 2).
To eliminate these overheads, we propose to combine
the two one-way migration operations into a new single
symmetric exchange operation. By exchanging pages, our
implementation eliminates many of the kernel operations
required in unidirectional page migration and reuses the
existing physical pages instead of allocating new ones (as
shown in Figure 6b).
We implement symmetric page migration in Linux by providing a new exchange_pages() system call that accepts
two equal-sized lists of equal-sized pages. If the page lists
do not meet the requirement, the caller must revert to a traditional two-step migration process. When called with two
symmetric page lists, our exchange of pages implementation
follows a similar path to unidirectional page migration. The
differences are that that no new pages are allocated, and that
instead of copying data into new pages, we transfer data
between each pair of pages using copy thread(s) that use
CPU registers as the temporary storage for in-flight iterative
data exchange operations. This use of registers allows our
mechanism to avoid allocating a complete temporary page.
Both our parallel page copy and concurrent page migration optimizations focus on improving the data copy itself
while symmetric page exchange eliminates two of the most
expensive software overheads that occur during page migration: page allocation and release. Because these kernel

operations consume constant time irrespective of page size,
page exchange improves the migration throughput of both
base pages and transparent huge pages. Additionally, pairs
of pages can also be exchanged using parallel exchange (Section 3.1.2), concurrent exchange (Section 3.1.3), or both, without extra locking as long as each parallel exchange thread
operates in isolation.
3.2

Optimizing Page Tracking and Policy Decisions

A multi-level memory paging policy and system needs to be
sufficiently general and representative of real-world scenarios in order to be broadly useful on the diverse set of heterogeneous memory systems that are beginning to emerge. To
this end, we explore a page migration policy that is simple,
has been shown to work well in a wide range of environments [32], and adds negligible overhead to the baseline. As
such, our implementation builds upon the existing Linux
page replacement algorithm. We intentionally make as few
changes as possible to keep our implementation maximally
compatible with the upstream kernel.
The goal of a page replacement algorithm is to identify hot
and cold pages so that the page migration mechanism can
migrate hot pages out of (historically) disk or (in our case)
slow memory, and into fast memory. Linux already achieves
this by separating hot and cold pages within each memory
node into active and inactive lists, where a page can be in
only one of these lists at a time. As hot pages become cold
and vice versa, the kernel actively moves the pages between
these lists as shown in Figure 7.
Like Linux’s, our policy moves pages from one list to another by checking each page’s state and two access bits,
one in the page table entry pointing to the page and the
other in the page metadata maintained by the kernel. We
call the former the hardware access bit and the latter the
software access bit. A page table entry’s access bit is set by
the hardware page table walkers on the first TLB miss to
each virtual-to-physical translation corresponding to that
page. Its software access bit is set by the existing Linux paging algorithm for each physical page. Both hardware and
software access bits are inspected using the atomic operation test_and_clear(), except where marked “Ignored” in
Figure 7, in which case the bit is neither checked nor cleared.
The key difference between our proposed paging policy
and the standard Linux approach is graphically illustrated
with the greyed box in Figure 7. In Linux today, cold pages
that have not been accessed recently can be reclaimed (freed
or paged to disk). However, heterogeneous memory systems
aim to percolate such pages to the slower memory instead,
to avoid the high cost of paging them back in from disk later.
Consequently, our policy chooses to keep this page in the
inactive list to make it a candidate for migration out of the
fast memory. Similarly, if capacity is available in our fast
memory (e.g., due to memory deallocations or migration of
inactive pages), pages from the slow memory active list will
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be migrated into the fast memory. If the fast memory is full
and does not contain inactive pages, no migration will occur.
Similar to traditional NUMA allocation policies, when new
memory is allocated, it will occur in the fast memory if free
space is available; otherwise, it will only occur in the slower
memory node. We do not evict pages upon allocation so that
we can keep page migration off the memory allocation path,
which is performance critical. Finally, our system optimizes
page locations only every 5 seconds throughout application
runtime to minimize active process interference, based on
profiling results.

4

Experimental Results

To quantify the utility of optimized page migration in a concrete scenario, we evaluate our approach on a disaggregated
memory system due to the emerging importance of these
systems in industry [22, 41].
4.1

Methodology

We emulate a disaggregated memory system using an experimental machine that has two memory nodes; we use one as
fast local memory and the other as slow remote memory. We
emulate slow memory by running one or more instances of
memhog, an artificial memory-intensive workload that has
been used in prior studies to load the system [59, 64]. The
memhog instances, which run on otherwise-idle CPUs, inject extra memory traffic into the system. This has the effect
of reducing remote memory bandwidth to one half of local
memory bandwidth and increasing unloaded access latency
to double that of local memory, which has been validated by
Intel Memory Latency Checker [26]. Table 1 gives additional
details of our setup.
To evaluate our OS optimizations, we integrate our proposed optimizations into Linux v4.14. The statistics of kernel

Intel Xeon Dual Socket System
Processors
Memory
Cross-socket QPI BW
Memory BW
Memory Latency
OS & Kernel
Disaggr Mem BW (Emulated)
Disaggr Mem Latency (Emulated)

2-socket E5–2650v3
DDR4 — 2133MHz
19.2 GB/s
34.0 GB/s (per-socket)
84.9 ns
Debian Buster — v4.14.0
17.0 GB/s
199.2 ns

Table 1. Overview of experimental system.
modification given by git diff is: 23 files changed,
627 insertions(+), 114 deletions(-).
For the evaluation itself, we perform a variety of experiments. First, we evaluate a set of microbenchmarks to measure the effect of each of our proposed optimizations in
isolation and combination. Second, to get complete end-toend performance numbers, we run workloads from SpecACCEL [31] and graph500 [52], and we show the performance
across a range of fast memory oversubscription scenarios.
Third, we sweep the design space to highlight the interesting behaviors that arise and to identify the configuration
parameters that perform the best. Finally, we evaluate them
on additional non-x86 architectures to prove the generality
of our proposed enhancements.
4.2

Page Migration System Call Performance

To build intuition as to the sources of the overall performance improvements achieved by our page migration mechanisms, we first use microbenchmarks to tease out the relative benefits of the different (complementary) optimizations.
Our experiments use the generic page migration interfaces,
move_pages() (with our optimizations), and exchange_pages()
(our newly proposed system call).
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Figure 8. Cost breakdown (lower is better) of 512-basepage migration, THP-split migration, native THP migration.
4.2.1

Native THP Migration

Figure 8 contrasts the performance of a kernel that migrates
pages in three ways. The leftmost bar is unmodified Linux
migrating 512 4KB pages. The middle bar is Linux migrating
a 2MB THP by splitting it into 4KB pages, which are then
migrated. The right bar is our proposed native THP migration
support.
Migrating a 2MB THP with splitting achieves virtually
identical throughput as migrating 512 4KB pages. This is
unsurprising, since they perform the same kernel operations
for 512 pages plus one additional THP split. Our native THP
migration improves throughput by 2.9× because it reduces
kernel overhead by consolidating 512-page operations into
a single page operation. Figure 8 also shows that page copy
time decreases only marginally; i.e., there is still significant
room for our additional optimizations to improve overall
throughput.
4.2.2
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Figure 9. Throughput (higher is better) of multi-threaded
single page migration for both base page (4KB) and THP
(2MB).

THPs, overall throughput still remains well below the maximum cross-socket copy throughput of around 16 GB/s (see
Figure 3), motivating the need for concurrent page migrations.
4.2.3 Concurrent Page Transfers
Figure 10 illustrates the performance advantage of using
concurrent page migration optimization whenever possible.
Results are again separated for 2MB THPs (the graph on
the top) and 4KB base pages. For 4KB pages, parallel nonconcurrent migration is always inferior to single threaded
migration (due to the aforementioned parallelization overheads), and concurrent parallel migration only surpasses the
baseline at sufficiently large page counts. As previously mentioned, the OS overheads are too large to overcome. However,
utilizing both parallelism and concurrency are clear wins
when transferring 2MB THPs, with a performance advantage
(over parallelism alone) ranging from 10-25% depending on
the number of pages transferred.

Multi-threaded Transfers

Figure 9 shows the results of our second optimization, parallel (multi-threaded) page copying. We separate results for
the cases where we migrate 2MB THPs (the graph on the top)
and 4KB base pages (the graph on the bottom) also varying
the number of threads used to perform the copies.
There are two primary observations from our multi-threaded
copy results. First, parallel page copies are primarily beneficial when the page sizes are larger. For example, 2MB THP
page migration time is sped up 2.8×, while parallel copies
do not improve the throughput for 4KB pages, because the
thread launch overhead cannot be amortized sufficiently.
This overhead is likely the reason that the current Linux
page migration has remained single-threaded regardless of
base page sizes. Second, the graph at the top of Figure 9
shows that even though parallel migration is useful for 2MB

4.2.4

Symmetric Exchange Pages

Figure 11 shows the benefits of symmetric page exchange
atop our prior optimizations. When using THPs, exchange
page throughput follows similar trends as concurrent page
migration, but with a performance improvement ranging
from 10-50% depending on the number of pages exchanged.
Interestingly, the largest fractional improvement is when
exchanging small numbers of pages, because in these cases
the software overhead remains a significant fraction of total
transfer time. Removing the memory management overheads
from the page migration process can improve the throughput
of page migration to as high as 11.2GB/s when exchanging
two lists of 512 2MB pages (1GB data on each list); this is
very close to the best achievable copy throughput (excluding
kernel overhead) of 11.7GB/s.
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Figure 10. Throughput (higher is better) of concurrent
page migration for both base page (4KB) and THP (2MB) with
different numbers of pages under migration. 4-Thread Nonconcurrent uses 4-thread data copy and 4-thread Concurrent
adds concurrent page migration. Single-threaded Base Page
Migration and THP Migration are shown for reference.
Unlike our prior optimizations, when exchanging base
pages (4KB) we also observe throughput improvements. When
exchanging two lists of 512 4KB pages (2MB data on each
list), we get 1.1GB/s throughput, or 37.5% more than the
throughput of Linux’s base page migration.
4.2.5

Microbenchmark Summary

When using only base pages and the three non-THP improvements (multi-threaded copy, concurrent copy, and two-way
exchange), our system yields a 1.4× throughput improvement as compared to Linux’s single threaded implementation.
For THP migration, native THP migration alone (i.e., without
our parallel/concurrent/exchange optimizations) delivers a
2.9× migration throughput improvement over Linux’s state
of the art. With our parallel copy and concurrent page migration optimizations added, we achieve a 4.6× throughput
improvement over native-THP migration. With two-way
exchange, we further improve throughput by 1.1×. The combined overall improvement for THP migration over the Linux
baseline is 5.2× versus THP-splitting migration and 15× over
base page only migration.
4.3

End-to-End Performance Results

Thus far, we have used microbenchmarks to quantify the
performance benefits of our page mechanism optimizations.
We now turn our attention to evaluating the end-to-end performance improvements that these optimizations, combined
with our low overhead page management policy, can achieve.
Our experimental testbed emulating a disaggregated memory is described in Section 4.1. No changes have been made
to Linux’s THP allocation policy and THPs are provided,
when possible, on demand by the operating system.
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We evaluate SpecACCEL and graph500, with the memory
footprints scaled to 32GB. With these workloads running
under our experimental setup, we find that over 90% of the
pages for each workloads is typically backed by THPs, indicating that there is a significant negative impact of having
to split THPs into base pages before migration.
We first run each workload in a disaggregated memory
scenario that has 16GB local memory and 40GB remote memory. In this configuration, the local memory is only half the
size of the workload memory footprint, while the remote
memory can accommodate the entire workload footprint. We
compare four different page migration mechanisms, along
with an upper and lower bound for comparison:
1. All Remote, the lower bound, where workloads are
run entirely from the 40GB remote memory
2. Base Page Migration, the Linux default (THPs are
split before migration)
3. Opt. Exchange Base Pages, 4-threaded parallel copy
and 512-page concurrent exchange (THPs are split
before migration)
4. THP Migration, our native THP approach without
parallel, concurrent, or exchange optimizations
5. Opt. Exchange Pages, THP migration, 4-threaded
parallel copy and 8-page concurrent exchange
6. All Local, the upper bound, where workloads are run
entirely from a 40GB fast local memory
In configurations 3 and 5, we use 4 threads for copying 512
and 8 pages respectively for our migration parameters. From
our microbenchmark results, this presents the best configuration for both base and THP migrations. In Section 4.5 we
present further sensitivity analysis to justify these selections.
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Figure 12. Benchmark runtime speedup (over All Remote,
higher is better) with 16GB local memory. Base page migration and THP migration are single-threaded and serialized
and shown for comparison, while Opt Exchange Base Pages
uses 4-thread parallel and 512-page concurrent migration
and Opt Exchange Pages use 4-thread parallel and 8-page
concurrent migration.
Figure 12 shows the relative speedup of these six configurations over All Remote. All Local, which is our ideal case,
on average achieves about 2× geomean speedup over All Remote, reflecting the local vs remote memory bandwidth and
access latency difference in our system. Base Page Migration,
which is our baseline for managing disaggregated memories,
improves workload performance on average by 9%. However,
some workloads (e.g., 551.ppalm, 556.psp, and graph500) perform worse than All Remote, meaning Base Page Migration
is not always making good use of the 16GB local memory.
Opt. Exchange Base Pages improves workload performance
by 16% on average, and in this case, only graph500 does
not take advantage of the 16GBs of local memory. Both of
these results are testament to the notion that poor migration
mechanisms can actually degrade performance despite the
addition of a faster tier of memory.
Fortunately, enabling our native THP Migration can indeed harness the benefit of fast memory. Enabling THP migration improves the geomean workload performance by 31%
over All Remote and achieving 68% of the geomean All Local
performance, which is our ideal case. Our Opt. Exchange
Pages (which can migrate both base pages and THPs) further
improves average performance by 48% over All Remote and
achieves 77% of the geomean ideal All Local performance.
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Sensitivity to Local Memory Size

To further demonstrate the general applicability of our approach, we sweep the local memory size from 4GB to 28GB
and show the geomean of all benchmark speedup over All
Remote. Figure 13 shows that the performance trends are similar to those of the 16GB local memory case and we note four
key observations First, Linux’s Base Page Migration is not
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Figure 13. Geomean speedup (over All Remote, higher is
better) over a sweep of local memory sizes, from 4GB to
28GB. Base page migration and THP migration are singlethreaded and serialized, while Opt. Exchange Base Pages
uses 4-thread parallel and 512-page concurrent migration,
and Opt. Exchange Pages uses 4-thread parallel and 8-page
concurrent migration.
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Opt Exchange Pages use 4-thread parallel data copy. “Unconstrained” means we do not limit the number of pages under
migration; instead we just migrate all pages at once. All use
16GB Local Memory.
able to exploit the full potential of the disaggregated memories. When the local memory size (such as 4GB and 8GB) is
much smaller than the workload’s 32GB memory footprint,
it degrades workload performance by 5% to 10% on average.
Second, our Opt. Exchange Base Pages can help improve
performance but is still limited by page migration throughput. It is however slightly better than Base Page Migration.
Third, our THP Migration keeps improving performance;
thus, it is able to make using disaggregated memory feasible
without any performance loss. Fourth, our Opt. Exchange
Pages improves performance substantially, exploiting most
of the potential in the disaggregated memory system and
outperform Linux’s Base Page Migration 40% on average.
4.5

Sensitivity to Tunable Parameters

Our page management system provides a number of usertunable parameters. Here, we evaluate how sensitive the

performance is to two of those parameters: the parallel copy
thread count and the number of pages migrated concurrently.
4.5.1

Number of threads for parallel page migration

Because our system allows the number of threads used to
copy data to vary, it is important to understand the importance of this tunable parameter. Using higher thread counts
will improve copy throughput, but steals compute resources
from the application itself, thus how to strike a balance between these factors is important to understand.
We swept the number of threads used by parallel page
migration from 1 to 16. Using 4 copy threads was mostly
the highest performing configuration, but that performance
when using other thread counts had a maximum variation
of just 4%, indicating that our proposed system is not overly
sensitive to this parameter. Therefore, simply selecting a
reasonable point (such as the 4 thread configuration we used
in our end-to-end results) is a reasonable decision.
4.5.2

Number of pages being migrated concurrently

Similar to the variation possible in copy threads, we tested
our system’s sensitivity to the number of pages we migrate
concurrently. As the number of migrated pages increases,
so should throughput. However, beyond a certain point, migrating a high number of pages also can result in application
stalls and decreased performance, because these pages are
in-flight and unavailable to the user process.
Figure 14 shows the effect of varying the concurrent migration page count. We observe that limiting the number
of concurrently migrated pages in the system is necessary,
with 8 pages (32KB or 16MB of data respectively depending
on page size) performing best. There is very little performance variation when using any value less than 64 pages,
but performance does drop by almost 10% if the number is
left unconstrained.
4.6

Platform
Intel Xeon
IBM Power 8
NVIDIA TX1

Generality Across Architectures

To explore the platform independence of our multi-level
memory system and optimizations, we port them to other
hardware platforms and compare the microbenchmarks used
in Section 4.2. Our multi-level memory page tracking and
policy implementation is architecture independent by design, because it is based on Linux’s current architectureindependent active and inactive page list implementation.
Thus we focus on platform sensitivity for our migration optimizations. We show results in Table 2 using optimal tunable
parameters, as the best configuration for each platform varies
due to available memory bandwidth and CPU performance.
While all platforms benefit from our optimizations, using Intel Xeons, we get a 2.9× improvement in migration
bandwidth using native THP migration, an additional 4.6×
by employing parallelization and concurrency optimizations,
and another 1.1× by utilizing our new exchange_page() interface, which results in 15× total improvement. For Power,

Page Migration Type
Base Page THP Opt. Opt. Exch.
0.75
2.15
9.80
11.23
1.24
8.70 23.20
26.88
0.64
1.36
-

Table 2. Maximum achieved huge page migration (in GB/s)
throughput based on architecture independent optimizations
(bolded) shown across three architectures. When on NVIDIA
TX1 (ARM64), due to platform constraints, we are only able
to run THP migration.
we achieve 7.0×, 2.7×,and 1.2× the throughput, respectively,
with the same optimizations. This results in a 21.7× throughput improvement. For an NVIDIA TX1 (ARM64), we observe
2.1× throughput with THP migration as compared to base
page migration. However due to lack of NUMA support
on this hardware platform, we do not include concurrent
THP migration and exchange of pages, as measuring results
within a single socket may skew the results.
On the Xeon platform there is variance in copy throughput depending on the x86_64 data copy instructions (integer
vs. floating-point) used. However our testing finds that SIMD
floating-point instructions, like SSE and AVX, no longer
provide significantly higher copy throughput than mov on
x86_64 due to aggressive linear prefetching within caches
for easily identified memory patterns like page migrations.
On Power systems, a single-threaded data transfer achieves
almost 10GB/s of copy bandwidth regardless of transfer size,
but this is still less than 50% of the maximum achievable
copy bandwidth when using multiple threads. The improved
single-threaded throughput on Power arises comes from the
integer vector move instruction that moves data at an efficient 16-byte granularity. CPU instructions and architectures
that can improve single threaded copy bandwidth will ultimately help both base and transparent huge page migration,
but it is unlikely that even vector instructions can achieve
the 15× improvement needed to match the aggregate performance this work achieves through software only techniques.
4.7

Discussion of Experimental Results

To summarize, in heterogeneous memory systems such as the
disaggregated memory system we use, low-throughput page
migration mechanisms (e.g., Linux’s baseline) do not allow
workloads to exploit the benefits of fast memory. In fact, the
existing mechanisms often even degrade performance to the
point that they may result in runtimes that are worse than
simply running on a system without any fast memory.
Realizing the potential of multi-tiered memory requires
enabling our four key optimizations: THP migration, multithreaded copy, concurrent migration of multiple pages, and
two-way exchange. Our evaluation shows that the heterogeneous memory page management system that we propose
is able to deliver significant speedup across multiple benchmarks, and our design space exploration shows that our

techniques are flexible and general enough to apply across a
range of architectures and memory system configurations.
We also varied the bandwidth and access latency of the
slow memory relative to fast memory and measured performance changes. We found that the performance improvements offered by our optimizations enjoy similar trends as
those seen in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. This observation further
emphasizes the importance of improving page migration
mechanisms in managing tiered memory systems.

5

Related Work

Heterogeneous Memory: Hybrid memory systems consisting of high-bandwidth, low-capacity memory (e.g. Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [49, 63], High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) [29]) and low-bandwidth, high-capacity memory (e.g. DDR, NVM [45]) are being widely adopted by vendors [27, 57]. Recent work has investigated architecting high
performance memory in a hybrid memory system either as
a hardware-managed cache [68, 76] or part of the OS-visible
main memory system [10, 27, 51, 75]. When hybrid memory
is OS-managed, performance is primarily dependent on the
service rate from the high bandwidth, low capacity memory.
Page Placement Policies: To effectively utilize hybrid
memory system performance, prior art focuses on page placement policies. Such policies use heuristics or hardware counters for page access profiling [70, 77], dynamic page access
tracking [48], or bandwidth partitioning [1]. These page access profiling techniques either require specialized hardware
(precluding policy portability) or incur high overhead, reducing the number of profiled pages. For example, consider
that autoNUMA is carefully designed to balance the costs
of profiling with the accuracy of profiling. Since autoNUMA
uses page faults to sample data (which can consume ∼1000
cycles [78]), it limits its sampling rate to reduce the performance problems of excessive page faults. Thermostat [2]
samples page hotness using page faults (via BadgerTrap [18]).
This can cause ∼4× slowdown if all pages are profiled; consequently, Thermostat only profiles 0.5% of total memory.
HeteroOS [32] targets heterogeneous memory in virtualized environments. This work adapts Linux’s page replacement algorithm as we do, but relies on page hotness tracking.
This tracking mechanism can cause frequent and expensive
TLB invalidations; consequently the authors are careful to
limit aspects of their tracking mechanism. Like our work,
HeteroOS shows that the high overhead of page migration
makes heterogeneous memory system management suboptimal but does not address the issue further.
Page Migration Mechanisms: Similar in spirit to optimizing page migration, one recent study focuses on enhancements to the DRAM architecture to migrate pages within the
memory controller without bringing data on-chip [73, 81].
This avoids cache pollution effects. Further, to avoid locking down page accesses during migration, other proposals

pin data in caches, enabling pages to be accessed during
migration [7]. Others have attempted to avoid the use of
the in-kernel locks by freezing the related applications instead [40]. Lin et al. propose an asynchronous OS interface
called memif for accelerating page migration with DMA
devices [43]. Instead of using traditional Linux migration
interfaces, it requires rewriting programs to adopt a new
interface and is limited to only ARM processors due to an
architectural dependence for race detection. More recently,
Ryoo et al. discover that migrating larger numbers of pages
(64KB or 2MB in groups of 4KB pages) could improve application performance in heterogeneous memory systems
based on their leading-load model, which further supports
our THP migration proposal [72].
Huge Page Management: Ingens [35] is a huge page
management framework. They focus on principled ways to
coordinate the construction of more THPs. Our work asks a
complementary question: how can we preserve THPs? Our
work can speed up their huge page promotion process and
preserve THPs during migrations.

6

Conclusions

Current OS page migration and management frameworks
were developed at at time when page sizes were small and
page migration existed to support memory hotplug functionality rather than performance optimization. With the
introduction of heterogeneous memory systems, pressure is
being put on the OS to adapt to new hardware paradigms
and efficiently support multi-tiered memory systems. This
work implements a novel holistic high-performance page
migration system which increases migration throughput
from under 100MB/s to over 10GB/s, rendering it appropriate for a wide variety of future asymmetric memory studies.
We also design a low overhead page tracking and migration policy, that significantly reuses pre-existing internal OS
structures, thus having wide applicability to a range of anticipated multi-level memory systems. Using a disaggregated
memory system as an example, our page migration enhancements along with this native two-level paging system result
in a 40% end-to-end improvement in workload performance.
Our work demonstrates that combining simple management
policies with high performance page migration is critical
to the future of high-performance heterogeneous memory
systems yet achievable.
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